
Aphone call had confirmed the appointment and today was
the day! I was on my way to my special meeting with the

Archivist of the Reserve Bank of Australia where I was, at
last, going to see what was actually held in the records safe
that had remained closed for months. It had been ten months
since I had received an email from  a fellow collector Nik,
asking if I could find out anything about an item that was
shown on the Reserve Bank of Australia website and was
displayed in the Currency Museum in Sydney. This was a
trial of a yen denominated occupation currency note issued by
the Allies during World War II, designed in Australia. While
my initial inquiries had revealed little regarding the 100 yen
note, other information led to the revelation of government
counterfeiting of Japanese Invasion Money (JIM), and also
production of replicas of the Oceania JIM series. What else
was waiting to be uncovered?

Allied occupation of Japan
The postwar occupation of Japan by the Allied Forces is

usually remembered as being carried out by the U.S. military.
However there was also a contingent drawn from Britain, New
Zealand, India and Australia. These troops, which numbered
forty thousand at the peak period of occupation, made up
what was known as the British Commonwealth Occupation
Forces (BCOF). This force was led by Australian commanders
for its entire existence.

Australian presence in Japan 1945-1952
Australia advised Britain that it would participate in the

military occupation of Japan on August 17 1945, and by Dec-
ember, arrangements were confirmed for the BCOF under an
Australian commander to take part in the occupation.

The Australian presence consisted of  the 34th Australian
Infantry Brigade Group and the 81st Wing RAAF which
consisted of three fighter squadrons. The Brigade comprised
the 65th, 66th and 67th Australian Infantry Battalions, the

1st Australian Armoured Car Squadron, ‘A’Field Battery
Royal Australian Artillery and the 28th Field Squadron Royal
Australian Engineers, 130th Australian General Hospital
and other supporting units. The headquarters of the BCOF
was at Kure near Hiroshima on the south of the main island
of Honshu and was initially responsible for the security of the
prefectures of Hiroshima and Yamaguchi. Later the area of
responsibility was increased to include other parts of Honshu
and also the island of Shikoku.

The aims and duties of the BCOF, and therefore the
Australian forces, were to “supervise the demilitarisation and
disposal of Japanese military installations and armaments,
protect Allied installations and exercise military control in five
prefectures of Japan. Also to repatriate some 700,000 returning
Japanese soldiers and to repatriate over 61,000 foreign nation-
als to their respective coutries. Patrol by land, sea and air to
uncover armaments smuggling and black marketeering and
also to advise on engineering and town planning assistance
in the reconstruction of Hiroshima.” (BCOF Assn)

Occupation and monetary law
The arrival of the US occupation forces and the BCOF,

created the need for a sound economic system on which they
could operate.The troops needed to be paid and they had to
have a secure system in which to spend their money as well.
The Japanese yen was suffering from inflation and the official
exchange rate moved from 15 to the dollar on September 5
1945 to 50 to the dollar by March 12 1947 through 270 in
July 1948 to 360 on April 25 1949.

Article 49 of the Hague Regulations states that the military
occupier of a territory is entitled to levy the costs of occupation
on the inhabitants of the occupied territory and also that
military currency can be issued, denominated in the occupied
territory monetary unit. Article 43 states that once the auth-
ority of the legitimate power has passed into the hands of the
occupier, the occupier should take all the measures in his
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The B yen Supplemental series was used in Japan from
September 6 1945 until July 15 1948 and was also in use in
Ryukyus from April 1 1945 through September 30 1958 due
to continued American control in Okinawa.

British Armed Forces Special Voucher (BAFSV)
The BAFSV replaced allied military currency for use in

the Navy, Army, Air Force Institute (NAAFI) outlets in several
British occupation areas after the War. The first series was
used in Germany and Austria from 1946 and this series was
also used in Japan from May 6 1947. The vouchers of the issue
do not have a series designation on them. There are also
vouchers that have an overprint due to a small unit known as
‘Force T’ assigned to Japan but that was not part of the BCOF.
These overprints in two types of font say “Issued in H.M. ships
afloat for use in N.A.A.F.I. canteens only.”

The use of these vouchers did much to slow down black
market trafficking although it was very difficult to eliminate
the practice.A second series was introduced in Japan on March
28 1948, however only the 2/6 denomination was replaced.

Australian army canteen service yen chits
Australia accepted the responsibility for maintenance of

the BCOF after the first 90 days and this meant that the
Australian Canteen Service became responsible for the canteen
requirements of the whole force. At first, the service was
hindered by lack of information and basic infrastructure, lack
of staff and training and an uncertain supply chain that  had
low priority. By September 1946 there were five warehouses,
13 issue points and seven canteens providing supplies of
wet and dry goods and seven clubs providing cafeteria and
recreational facilities. Nearly a year later there were approx-
imately 60 installations including hotels, freezers, stores and
shops for dependents. In two years the staff increased from
18 civilian staff to 244 service personnel, 62 expatriate civil-
ians and almost 2300 Japanese nationals. This service, not
surprisingly, contributed to a situation ripe for exploitation
by individuals and organised groups and official steps were
taken to close, or at least limit, opportunities for BCOF per-
sonnel to trade canteen goods on the black market and exploit
the advantageous yen currency arrangements then in force.
Australian  Army Canteen Service BCOF 1/2 and 1 yen chits 

The chits printed on light card and issued in denominations
of half, one, two and three yen were printed by Miller of
Melbourne and were perforated at each end like movie tickets.
These chits could be purchased only with Australian currency

or a pay book. They could not be purchased with yen, the
objective being to reduce the flow of yen currency that orig-
inated on the black market. These operated in a similar
manner to the American Military Payment Certificates and
it is thought that they circulated only until the BAFSV were
introduced in May 1947.

Military Payment Certificates
Introduced as a means to combat profiteering and black

marketeering, the Military Payment Certificate (MPC) had
limited convertibility. Servicemen, US government civilian
employees and US citizens employed by US firms working
for a company of the host nation were prohibited from holding
US currency. The local population were prohibited by their
own laws from holding MPC and they were to be used only in
US facilities such as Post Exchanges (PX).

Schwan and Boling note that if a soldier wanted to buy
something in the civilian community he was required to
exchange his MPC into local currency. Accumulated local
currency could not be converted back into MPC! Thus PX
goods sold on the local market needed to be sold for US dollars
which were in extremely short supply for the local population,
and the black market was severely dampened.

In a similar manner “the members of the BCOF were
paid in devaluated Japanese yen which would purchase little
on the Japanese market and much in Army canteens. The
result was that canteen goods were used frequently as
currency. Faced with the same problem the US Forces had
introduced Army dollar scrip but it was not until May 1947
that the British Force issued BASVF….The scrip was changed
at short notice in March 1948 leaving the Japanese black
marketeers lamenting.”(www.Digger History)

Australian BCOF Vouchers
This essay or trial displayed on the Reserve Bank of Australia

(RBA) website  appears to be an Australian contribution to
the above mentioned range of currencies and vouchers that
were used by occupation forces in Japan. Initially thought to
be the only surviving item in the RBA Archives, it was believed
to be a proposed issue for use by the occupied Japanese pop-
ulation. Subsequently it was considered to be a precursor to
the sterling-based BAFSV mentioned above. Theo van Elmpt,

AMC 20 yen “B” front & back

Military Payment Certificate Series 472 $10

Essay of 100 Yen, British
Commonwealth Occupation Force Japan Special Voucher 




